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Abstract. Conducting surveys is a time consuming and often expensive
process. One of the main hurdles is motivating people to participate. The
project presented herein proposes a playful approach, distributed via social
network environments, where participants are intrinsically motivated to
participate. A first evaluation showed an increased incentive to recommend
friends to participate in the survey, as well as a preference of the playful
approach to conducting surveys in general.
Keywords: Social networks, social gaming, social media, playful applications,
opinion-mining, survey.

1 Introduction
Collecting feedback and opinions through playful applications is an approach that
remains largely unexplored [1]. We argue that playful questionnaires, which attract
users/gamers mostly through their playful aspect rather than through requests for a
favor, can aid in circumventing some of the common challenges of human subject
research, such as low response rates and survey fatigue [2]. In a wide range of
research fields, opinion mining / surveys and quizzes [3] [4] [5] are tools are potential
subjects to applying gamification for serious tasks which don’t intend to bring any
personal benefit to the users other than engaging experience. The finding that users
play games not because they are useful, but mostly because they are fun [6] has
already been applied to the games with a purpose [7] [8] [9] [10].
In order to evaluate the method of embedding serious questions in playful surveys
and distributing them via social networks, we have created a sample playful
application and conducted an explorative user experience study that involves having
social network users interact with two versions of a survey: a playful one and a
standard one.

2 Playful Questionnaire Design
The social network playful application called Bake Your Personality contains six
serious questions about the video gaming preferences of the users. Following a pattern

that has proven successful in the development of social networks applications, the
playful questionnaire was developed relying on a universal theme that a wide
audience can connect with [7]; in this case the process of cooking. Questions are
asked using the metaphorical concept of a cooking process and of
choosing ingredients for a final product (here: a cake). Figure 1 shows the quest to
select 3 game genres that the player prefers to play most. Each question is presented
as an action the player may perform; possible answers are represented by items that
users interact with. At the end the “cake” is submitted for tasting, and user receives a
playful personality report based on the “taste” of the cake. The players are motivated
to be truthful with their answers in order to receive their correct personality report. In
the background, the decisions made by users are recorded.

Figure 1. Snapshot of the Bake your Personality application.
The earnestness of the answers provided is checked by introducing a control question
(a question that was asked before but appears again later on in a rephrased fashion).
In order to evaluate the validity and reception of the playful questionnaires
approach presented herein, a questionnaire with a generic visual style and with an
identical set of questions was developed. It contains single- and multiple-choice
questions that correspond to the same questions and answers embedded in the playful
application. After completing the standard questionnaire the users receive a playful
personality report that contains the same text as in the playful version.
The major differences between these two questionnaires thus are in visual style,
presence/absence of storytelling, and the amount of time necessary to complete the
questionnaire. The playful application requires around 3 minutes on average, while
the simple application takes less than 1 minute to finish.

3 Evaluation
The evaluation involved 20 students from 15 different study departments of the
University of Bremen. The participant pool consisted of 10 males and 10 females,
ranging in age from 20 to 35 years (M=25, SD=3.3 N=20). In order to counterbalance

the order in which subjects participated in the conditions the sequence was randomly
selected. Once participants completed both applications, they were asked to complete
a feedback form, which covered the following issues:
1. Whether the playful elements of the playful questionnaire distracted users from
their major task.
2. How users perceived each application: as a survey, serious personality report,
playful personality report, or a game.
3. Whether users would recommend any of the two applications to friends on a social
network (or verbally if they have no social network account).
4. Which one of the two versions the users would prefer to use in the future?
1.
The participants were asked whether the visual elements of the playful
application notably distracted them from the major task of answering the “serious”
questions. The results were compared to the responses given to the same question
concerning the control application. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was applied to test
the significance of the difference between the self-reported amount of influence of
aesthetic and ludic elements on the answers provided by the users. It did not show any
statistically significant differences between the degrees of “distraction” of these two
applications: Z=1.26 (Mdn=4) p>.05 and showing a mild effect: r=.21.
2.
The analysis of the responses received regarding the question “How do you
perceive the application?” - given the answer options: game, playful personality
report, serious personality report, survey and undecided - revealed significant
differences in how participants perceived both applications (Z=-3.88, p<.00). The
majority of players perceived the playful questionnaire as a playful personality report,
closely followed by game. The other version was perceived mostly as a survey.
3.
The question “Which of the applications would you recommend to a friend
on a social network?” revealed significant differences in replies (Z=-2.67 p<.00),
with the majority of participants being positive about the idea of spreading the playful
questionnaire further to friends, while showing significantly less intention of doing so
regarding the short questionnaire.
4.
Concerning the question “Which application would you prefer to deal with”,
most females expressed a preference of the playful questionnaire, while male players
could be divided into two categories: those who would prefer the playful format and
those who would distinctively prefer the short format.
Finally, when asked to estimate the degree of earnestness that they displayed while
interacting with each application, the majority of the users believed that they
considered their answers more seriously when filling out the short survey, rather than
when interacting with the playful questionnaire.
While self-reported accounts of earnestness are bound to be biased and the
observed difference can likely be explained by the playful mood of the playful
questionnaire that inevitably sets a more relaxed approach to answering questions, it
is important to further investigate the data provided by quality control questions, once
the survey is run on a social network.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
The user experience evaluation of both applications suggests that the majority of
the experiment participants prefer to deal with the longer playful applications rather
than generic short surveys. The experiment participants showed distinctively more
willingness to recommend the playful version to their friends. They also expressed the
belief that the playful elements do not distract them from the main task of answering
serious questions.
The approach of playful questionnaires offers intriguing benefits in terms of
motivation, cost and demographic control. Yet, for the time being, further studies
need to be executed in order to investigate the potential biases, to improve filtering
techniques and, in the long run, to determine whether the approach can be generalized
to the point where businesses and research institutes can target certain demographics
by design, while the extend of bias can be quantified. At the same time, a playful and
fun experience must be offered to potential users, customers and players if they are to
be confronted with playful surveys more frequently.
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